Championing Science at Mason – Paul Dirmeyer, professor of climate dynamics, chair of the Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Earth Sciences, and the director of Mason’s Atmosphere Studies.

Welcome New Faculty

George Mason University improved its already high standing in the 2021 U.S. News & World Report "America's Best Colleges" rankings. The university's Rising Scholar program was highlighted as an example of social innovation on Mason's campus.

Recent PhD graduate's research featured in recent U.S. News story. Mason's Graduate School of Advanced Studies is ranked in the top 200 programs in the world according to the Academic Ranking of World Universities, also known as the Shanghai Ranking. The Mason Graduate School of Advanced Studies’ School of Psychology was among the top 100 in the field.

Champions of Climate Science – Prof. Paul Dirmeyer, chair of the Mason Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Earth Sciences, and his colleague Prof. Chul-Su Shin

New Faculty – Mason welcomes 21 new faculty members.

Research & Discovery – Mason taps Mason COLA scientists to help predict droughts, gains recognition for disciplinary diversity.

 message from the dean – Paul Dirmeyer, professor of climate dynamics, chair of the Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Earth Sciences, and the director of Mason’s Atmosphere Studies.

Stay Connected – Champions of Science at Mason – Paul Dirmeyer, professor of climate dynamics, chair of the Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Earth Sciences, and the director of Mason’s Atmosphere Studies.